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CAN'T YOU CARE ENOUGH TO STOP THE POISONING?

Elizabeth A. Hamilton

July 11, 1995

June 16, 1995. Ominous vapours seep across the yard and en
gulf our home. Our property is a toxic wasteland ever since. Still
unable to go freely into my garden. Barred from soothing breezes
against thirty degree and more swealter. Unable to prop my tangled
pole beans. And weighted tomato plants.

"Malathion," a neighbour describes the poisonous drift. Vice
gripping headaches, a swollen throat and swollen, sore lymph nodes
flare. My vision is badly distorted. My balance is compromised. I
have accidents. Relief is only granted while away house and animal
sitting over July first weekend.

July 2, 1995. We return from the country. To persistent
poison. Chemicalla.ffi treatment/pesticides do not dissipate quickly
as many people think. These toxics linger for weeks. For months.
Users are rendered oblivious to fresh air.

My headache is relentless. Heavy. Dull. Stabbing. Numbing.
Parasthesia and weakness now ripple through my left bodily side.
Electric-like currents curse my extremeties. Muscles twitch. Ugly
skin lesions recur.

July 8, 1995. It is early evening. Mom leaves for an annual
friendly visit. I gaze longingly out the patio window. And fall into
wishful thinking .•• 'most neighbours seem unaffected by these annual
toxic assaults. Even the friends mom is visiting. Healthy, despite
their pesticided greenhouses ... '

I am snapped from foolish whimsy. Horn has come home devastated.
Her friend, who had violent headaches, has been hospitalized for seven
months. Brain cancer.

Crin~'ng, I recall other horrors. A five year old. growing
up on a farm. A brain turnor. Now dead. A teenager - another farm
steader. Brain cancer. Now dead. And 'cluster illnesses' - twenty
eight cases of brain cancer within blocks of a toxic park. And the
high incidence of childhood cancer in our OwTI chemical lawn treated/
pesticided Pincourt.

"Sooner or later everyone succumbs to the stress of pesticides"
(1). The eye-witness words of crop duster Larry Landis Scr~am-out.

July 9, 1995. The rains have passed. A glorious breeze dances
through our home. Clearing air. To finally ease my symptoms? To let
us safely into our yard? Gladdening hope is quickly shattered.
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Another near resident is dousing his toxic green. Windows, doors
and the garage are again forced shut - from vital fresh air. "10 to 15
air exchanges per day in your residence," the government-referred
physician prescribed. Impossible.

'Another cruel assault. To continue yet another endless season's
spiralling loss of health.

Misconceptions. People misunderstand multiple chemical sen
sitivity (rncs). Adverse reactions to chemical lawn treatment/pesti
cides? I Just another allergy,' some think. The potential gravity of
allergy should not be so undermined. Nor should mes. Mcs is life
robbing debility. Almost twelve years of it. Triggered by pesticides.

It is imposed lifestyle changes. The need for least chemically
contaminated food and water. No restaurants. No convenience foods.
No easy scoot to the local supermarket. Weekly trips to Montreal are
imperative. Basic sustenance is not easy to afford.

It is years of trial and error with the elimination/rotation
diet. Professional help is hard to find. Or too costly. Constant
monitoring to track changing food tolerances remains necessary.
Especially due to repeated community poisonings.

It is thriving without the plethora of consumer products that
advertisement convinces the need for. No bathing soap. No skin
lotions. No cosmetics. No noxious cleansers. Laundry disks - a
godsend. No dry cleaning. Brand new things are dreaded. Except
cottons that can be washed repeatedly••.

It is the distant memory of relaxing in a warm bath. Dry brush
and sponge bath are no equal.

It is very few visitors to our home. It is few friends I can
visit. Barred even from their homes when surrounded by neighbourhood
chemical lawn treatment/pesticide-,storming.

It is isolation. Stinging.

It is broken dream after broken dream. The hopes and aspirations
of young adulthood no longer on hold. Simply abandoned.

It is being haunted by the cover ofa book read many years ago.
The name of Victor Frankl. His title, "Man's Search For Meaning."
Against the Pesticide Plague.

It is new dreams. Of a different kind. Simple. To ameliorate
day to day coping.
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It is the 1994 challenge. Driving education. Traumatic
learning under the influence of neurotoxic fragrance. yet my license
is eventually earned. With thanks to my instructor and helpfUl friends
I now have wings. To ease the dependency. And freedom from weekly
set-backs due to public transit. To help me heal.

It is mom's generosity with her car. But always cautious as to
where and when I drive. Little is taken for granted. But I do take
much. Relative to my bed-bound years.

It is an old friend reassuring, "Well, they can't take your
writing from you." yes, Rob. They have and they do. Everytime
chemical lawn treatment/pesticides slash my ability to think, to con
centrate, to read ..•

It is this spring.
angels. My second pair of
fresh air when our home is
my strength are not taken.

Arid it is more.

A special gift. The generosity.of guardian
wings. A bicycle. My flight to essential
poisoned. But only if my balance, my vision,

It is churches around Halifax, N.S. and NapeanON banning pol
luting perfume, fragrant deodorant and the like. So that people with
asthma, allergies, and mcs can attend. Renewed hope for a kinder world.

It is a woman strolling down a nearby street. A beautifUl
baby in arms. Not long ago a red circled sign marked her property.
NCAMP 'S moto shouts, "FREEDOM FROM .PESTICIDES IS EVERYBODY I S RIGHT."
Not granted in Pincourt. Not even to little children. There is a
reason for birth defects, learning disablities, behavioral problems ...

It is Dr. Gerald Ross. Since 1990 a periodic environmental
health Clinic (EHC) at Halifax's Victoria General Hospital. Until
late last year. When Fall River N.S. becomes site for a full scale
EHC. Joy! No longer within a harmful hospital .. A world ~eading

facility. But a waiting list of many years, of some eight hundred
patients.

It is being unable to attend my brother's birthday celebration
this evening of July 11. Due to chemical lawn treatment/pesticide
assaults over the past month.

It is Christmas times. News of friends from years gone by.
Their careers. Travels. Partners. Marriages. Homes. Children. A
gentle smile upon my face. A quiet, "Wow:" Then unwelcomed, the tears.
Splashing reminder of the unwanted pains for all that the past twelve
years have denied my life.

And it is much more.
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It is the anguish of my mother. My limitations drastically
limit her. Neighbourhood Poisoning greatly limits us both. Disrupting
and straining how we can live even within our own home. For weeks
and months on end.

It is her helplessness. Defenseless. Against our community's
chemical lawn treatment/pesticide addiction. The greatest single
obstacle to my recovery. A mother watching her daughter faulter again
as residents set their poisons. That trespass to our land. Contam
inating the air that we all must breath.

It is hearing mam start the car in the dead cold dark of winter.
My heart aches .. Wrenchingly forced to let go of an adolescent goal to
help supporL~ her retirement years. Angry that I cannot gain health
enough against the toxics to work consistently even at home.

Etcetera.

This September mom will be seventy years of age. We are grate-'
ful that she still has work. Yes, we can keep our home another year.
Where many hard to come by dollars have improved it within to meet my
most basic health needs.

But when we can no longer afford our home? Where can I go?
Most every public and private building is too sick for someone with
mcs.. Only one mcs housing unit has been built in Canada. Withan
other long waiting list. Furthermore, to afford any reasonable rent
I could not afford my food .. Worries far too great. Also to be let go
of. Faith. And remembering that life is only one day at a time.
Moment by moment. Always.

Dr. Gifford-Jones recently wrote, "crime disrupts an individual's
life far beyond that associated with daily stress." That victims "tend
to withdraw from what they perceive as a hostile society" (2). Yes,
I know. Words that sadly echo true. How hostile our town has seemed
year after health robbing year.

Fellow citizens of Pincourt, will you steal my struggled health
gains one more? For your toxic greens? For your buglessness? Ruining
this wonderous ecology.

Only this spring I completed two years of treatment with a
Toronto doctor. Ten years of pesticide related CFS/mcs were sustained
before I could afford this luxury of some appropriate health care.
Please do not destroy my digestion again, or take my foods •..

Despite the perpetual cruelty, it remains diffiCUlt to believe
that we really live in such an uncaring, callous place and time. Chemical
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warfare on the homefront. Neighbours maImIng neighbours with molecular
violence. Blatantly vicious. Every dodging walk in this town attests
to the local prevalence of the crime. So many Pincourt lawns spot the
little signs or reek of the poisons.

"Difficult to believe?" Or, __difficult for me to accept? Hoping
this poisoning, this hurting, will stop. Hoping .•.

Because tonight my wounds and scars are great. Too many. Too
lo~g. Too deep. My soaking eyes plead to know how much more must be
endured.

How can I ever recover against this senseless toxic-mania? Or
~: least be spared dreadful year after year relapses?

Will mom and I ever know untormented peace in our own home?
\\ill we ever be able to freely delight in our waiting yard?

Tonight my mom is also worn. Too worn. By this recurrent
living nightmare. Life is beating. It is harsh. And never easy.

Before settling my pencil, I express gratitude to the people
of our town who allow mother nature to paint her harmless yellow sun
bursts upon their lawns. I thank-you who value spiders and other
small creations. For they, too, are life. Integral to this delicately
balanced earth. And, for even if I did have access to the best medical
expertise, 'recovered' mcs patients cannot be reexposed to chemical
la~n treatment/pesticides without severe health risk.

hnile slumber awaits I consider the words of Irene Wilkenfeld,
an environmental health educator and medical writer. She states,
"Ultimately, the measure of a society·s humanity is measured not by
ho~ it treats its vigorous members but rather how it responds to the
V'tllnerable" (3).

The tragic irony is that everyone is vulnerable to chemical
lal,n treatment/pesticides. Everyone. I and you.
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